
 

                     Frequently Asked Questions  
                                       Concrete Slab Replacement 

 

What is the process of slab replacement? 

The contractor has been notified of the areas where they will be working.  First, you’ll see crews cutting the existing 
concrete with large saws. This part of the process is very loud! The contractor uses water on the saws which will create 
a paste-like substance called slurry.  The slurry will get cleaned off the road but if it happens to get on your vehicle 
wash it down right away and it should come off!  The crews will also place filters in the storm drains so that slurry is not 
contaminating our storm water system. 

Once the slabs have been cut the removal process can start.  The concrete slabs are broken up, removed and hauled 
away.  During the removal process there will be large open areas on the road that will be closed off by barricades. 

Once the existing slabs have been removed, the contractor will pour the concrete. 

After concrete has been poured, it can take up to 7-10 days before the new pavement can be driven on.  Once it is 
acceptable to drive on the new pavement, the contractor will remove the barricades. 

After the concrete has cured there is one last step to our process: joint sealing. This may not occur for several weeks or 
months after the road has been re-opened. When it does begin, a subcontractor will come through and make a cut into 
the road joints with a dry saw. They cut down a few inches to allow for the joints to be sealed later in the process. This 
tends to create a lot of dust. They do not use wet saws as the joints cannot be wet when they are filled. Next, the joints 
are blasted with a material to clean them out and make sure the surface is smooth and free or any nicks or burrs.  This 
allows tar to be injected into the cut to seal the concrete. This process can create dust and debris but will be cleaned up 
by the subcontractor. 

Check out this video that explains the entire process!  

How long will the construction last?  

Each project takes a different amount of time depending on the weather and the amount of work that needs to be 
completed. Updates will be provided on this site as they become available. 
 
Will the entire road be blocked during construction? 

In most cases no – we try to avoid full road closures whenever possible.  Construction is typically done in phases or 
halves to avoid full closures. In some cases, we will close half of the road and only allow one way traffic with a posted 
detour. This is typically only done on major or industrial roads with heavier traffic. 

When can I drive on the new concrete?  

Concrete can take up to 7-10 days to dry, or cure.  During this time, the slabs will remain barricaded. Once the concrete 
is ready to be driven on the contractor will remove the barricades. 

During what hours is work permitted?  

Our City Ordinance (Chapter 88) allows construction crews to work from 7am - 8pm. 

https://youtu.be/8uFEY8QLd5s


Will there be any equipment left on the street overnight?  

In most cases equipment is not left on the street overnight but we do allow this on a case by case basis. 

Who is the contractor doing the work? Can I hire them to do additional work on my property?  

The contractor is DiLisio Construction.  If you’d like to hire them for additional work, call their office at 586.783.4044. 

Construction is going to take place in front of my mailbox. Will I still be able to receive mail? 
We do our best to notify the postal service of all locations where construction will take place and every attempt will be 
made to deliver mail, safety permitting.  If the carrier is not able to deliver your mail, it can be picked up from the post 
office or delivered as soon as conditions permit.  Many times, residents elect to have their mail held to avoid any 
disruptions in service. 
 
Will my refuse/recycling/yard waste still be collected during construction?   
During construction there will be no delay in refuse collection.  If the area where you typically set your items out is 
blocked, please move your items to an area that is accessible to refuse collections. They are not permitted to cross 
barricaded areas to collect refuse. 

What if my driveway is blocked during construction?   
If the street in front of your driveway is marked for repair, please arranged to move any vehicles you will need, as 
access to the driveway will be unavailable for AT LEAST 7 DAYS. You will receive a notification 24-48 hours before 
construction begins so vehicles can be moved from the garage/driveway. In order to allow for safe passage of large 
work vehicles and cement trucks, please do not park in or near barricaded areas on the street until construction has 
been completed and the barricades have been removed. 

My sprinkler line or sod has been damaged. How can I get it repaired?  

Call the Department of Public Works at 248.524.3392 or e-mail us at roadrepairs@troymi.gov and give us the 
information. We’ll make sure the contractor makes all necessary repairs.  Please note, clean up and sod repairs will not 
be made until all work in the area has been completed. 
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